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Abstract: 

A completely new phenomenon of particle accumulation in vibrated non-isothermal monodisperse 

suspensions of solid spheres (in a liquid) is analyzed. For the first time evidence is provided for this 

case that even in situations in which particle-particle hydrodynamic interactions are negligible 

(dilute systems), intriguing non-linear effects can lead to the irreversible formation of well-defined 

particulate structures over “long” temporal scales, i.e. times much larger than the period of the 

applied vibrations. The long-range translational ordering is produced by the delicate interplay 

between convective effects (of thermovibrational nature) and the (inertial) response of each isolated 

particle to the time-periodic acceleration. A new family of particle attractors in the physical space is 

identified with the topological dimension being essentially a function of the “symmetry properties” 

of the considered vibrated system and related geometrical constraints.   

 

Keywords: Two-phase dispersive flows, buoyant vibro-convective transport, particle clustering 

phenomena 

 
 
I. Introduction 
 

Complex fluids are not only of fundamental interest but they are also of practical importance with 

applications in a variety of areas (mechanical, chemical, petrochemical, nuclear, energy, materials, 

ocean, mineral and electronics and micro-electronics engineering, information technology, space 

technology, micro- and nano-technologies, biomedical and life sciences). Such fluids are binary 

mixtures that have a coexistence between two phases: liquid-liquid (emulsions), liquid-gas (foams), 

solid-gas (granular), and solid-liquid (suspensions). They are known to exhibit unusual responses to 

applied force fields due to the geometrical constraints that the phase coexistence imposes and/or 

effects being produced by the different densities of the component phases. 

The resulting properties of the multiphase mixture, in general, depend on several fundamental 

factors which play a role at the microscopic (particle-size) scale: collisions, hydrodynamic 

interactions, viscous effects (drag) and inertia. At the same time, the macroscopic appearance can 

be also linked to more complex issues such as chaotic dynamics, clustering on multiple length 

scales, and the interplay between these opposite tendencies. Studying these systems, therefore, can 

be seen as a matter of understanding how ensemble properties arise from the cooperative behaviour 
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of sub-parts or different mechanisms (detailed structures, nonlinearities and interdependencies on 

finer scales).  

This field continues to burgeon and bring surprises to this day. 

A well-documented phenomenon that can affect a suspension is inertial clustering, i.e. 

concentration of particles into narrow bands due to their inertia. Historically, the development of 

this subject took a peculiar path mostly depending on the declared intention of investigators to 

compare results coming from theoretical models with experiments. Along these lines, several 

authors confirmed that owing to the finite mass and size of particles their motion tends to deviate 

appreciably from that of ideal tracers (no mass, vanishing size), which  would simply follow the 

local velocity of the background flow; among such attempts, in particular, it is worth mentioning 

Balkovsky et al.1 , who clearly indicated that because of finite particles’ inertia, the velocity field of 

a set of spatially distributed particles will violate the incompressibility constraint even if the fluid 

flow is incompressible. Today this simple principle is regarded as the necessary theoretical 

prerequisite allowing solid particles (in association with regions of high shear present in the fluid 

and a more or less pronounced degree of turbulence of the considered velocity field) to demix and 

form ordered accumulation structures in specific regions of the physical space1-13. 

A parallel line of research also exists in which “mechanically forced” particle ordering phenomena 

have been considered. In such cases, rather than being the mere outcome of spontaneous inertial 

effects (depending on the nature and properties of the fluid flow), attractive or repulsive events and 

related patterning behaviour occur essentially as a result of the hydrodynamic interactions among 

different particles. Such interactions are expressly promoted by the application of mechanical 

stimuli (“shaking” of the considered system or a body force varying sinusoidally in time).  

The identification of the fundamental principles driving such phenomena dates back to the works of 

Tabakova and Zapruanov14 and Langbein15. Initial experimental studies are due to Petit and 

Noetinger16, who clearly identified shear-induced crystallization phenomena driven by alternating 

shear stress in macroscopic suspensions (observations were reported on structures formed by glass 

spheres in silicon oils and highly viscoelastic fluids, mixtures of polyisobutylenes). Another 

interesting mean effect of such a spontaneous organisation is the formation of horizontal thin clouds 

during the sedimentation of granular matter in a liquid subjected to intensive vertical vibration 

(Evesque17). Moreover, the emergence of vibrational patterns can strongly modify the 

sedimentation process. Tirumkudulu et al.18 extended such studies to suspensions of monodisperse 

neutrally buoyant spherical particles, thereby demonstrating that (solid vs liquid) density difference 

is not a necessary pre-requisite. The suspension was indeed observed to separate itself into 

alternating regions of high and low particle concentration along the length of the tube. Similar 

results were presented by Wunenburger et al.19 and Zhu and Ma20, who reported on striped domain 

structures either parallel or perpendicular to the oscillatory direction depending on the considered 

oscillatory frequency ω and the amplitude γ of the vibrational acceleration. Additional interesting 

findings on the fascinating mechanisms that may promote the self-assembly of ordered structures in 

an isothermal liquid (as a consequence of both attractive and repulsive interactions between 
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particles) were presented by Voth et al.21. The resulting patterns included hexagonally ordered 

micro-crystallites, time-periodic structures, and chaotic fluctuating patterns with complex dynamics. 

The related mechanisms have been placed in a precise theoretical context over recent years, see, e.g., 

the excellent works by Thomson et al.22, Ivanova et al. 23, Kozlov et al.24, Hassan et al.25, Hassan 

and Kawaji26, Saadatmand and Kawaji27. The major outcome of such theoretical efforts has been the 

derivation of precise mathematical expressions relating the interaction forces to the physical 

properties of the considered solid-liquid system over a wide spectrum of conditions (viscous or 

inviscid fluids, low or high frequencies, dilute or concentrated suspensions, etc.). In such a context, 

it is also worth mentioning the very interesting line of inquiry (where dissipation dominates and 

inertia is ignored, i.e. Stokesian dynamics) originating from the experiments performed by Pine et 

al.28, who investigated the asymptotic behaviour of solid-liquid systems governed by time reversible 

equations of motion (essentially collections of neutrally buoyant spheres suspended in a viscous 

fluid and subjected to a periodic shear). Remarkably, these authors identified a phase transition 

separating reversible from irreversible dynamics as the imposed strain amplitude or the volume 

fraction of solid mass were increased (the reader being also referred to the later excellent works29-30). 

Most recently there has been an upsurge of interest in all these dynamics owing to the discovery of 

new patterns and intriguing spatiotemporal phenomena (Pacheco-Martinez et al.31).  

This relatively synthetic review of the literature indicates that the general pattern-formation problem 

in solid-liquid systems is rich, and several issues are embedded in it. We have seen how two main 

categories of solid particle attractors have been identified and investigated till date, one coming 

under the general heading of “inertial phenomena” (requiring solid/liquid density difference, 

finiteness of particle sizes and masses and some mean background flow transporting otherwise still 

particles, inter-particle hydrodynamic interactions being not necessary) and the other intimately 

related to the existence of mechanically excited inter-particle forces (requiring neither solid/liquid 

density difference nor a “background flow”). 

The related lines of research are not mutually exclusive, nor are they truly progressive. These 

contrasts indicate that these problems are cousins rather than twins, and it is very likely that such an 

intriguing mix of similarities as well as differences will keep investigators engaged for years. In 

such a context, in the present work we present a new (heretofore unseen) category of vibration-

induced phenomena which seem to escape a possible simple definition or classification in the frame 

of the two abovementioned main lines of research (still retaining, however, some affinities with the 

typical features and salient ingredients pertaining to both categories). 

More specifically, we consider situations in which the particles tend to acquire a recognizable level 

of self-organization (i.e. a precise morphology and/or topology in space and/or lines of evolution in 

time) under the influence of vibrations in very dilute systems (for which therefore hydrodynamic 

interactions are negligible). The considered configurations, however, are non isothermal, which 

opens the door to possible effects of thermovibrational nature. Another peculiarity of the considered 

problem is the absence of a mean (background) flow (which, in general, is essential to promote 

inertial aggregation). To our knowledge, no theoretical prediction has been proposed concerning 

these conditions, nor related results have been discussed in the literature. A goal of this study will 
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be to achieve sufficient knowledge of the particle association kinetics (so as to be able to control 

and predict the localization of the fluid particles) and the properties of related “attractors” in the 

physical space. 
 
 
 
 II. Mathematical model 

 

A. Vibrations 

 

We are interested in the action of alternating flows on suspensions through nonlinear effects. The 

specificity of the considered alternating flows is that their linear effects have zero-time averaged 

value. Hence, only nonlinear effects are expected to be significant even if they are small compared 

to the instantaneous linear effects. Such alternating flows are produced by a displacement of the 
considered geometrical system along a given direction ( n̂  is the related unit vector) varying in time 

as   ntslab ˆt)bsin(   where b is the displacement amplitude and =2f is the related angular 

frequency32-34. This is equivalent to imposing a velocity of the considered geometry in the fixed 

(laboratory) reference system   nosVtV lab ˆt)(c   (where   b V ); this, in turn, implies an 

instantaneous acceleration   ngtg ˆt)sin(   where 2 b  g . In other words, vibrating a 

system with frequency f and displacement amplitude b corresponds to a sinusoidal gravity 

modulation with the same frequency and acceleration amplitude b2 and vice versa (accordingly, 

hereafter the terms “gravity modulation”, “periodic acceleration”, “system vibration” and g-jitter 

will be used as synonyms). Such inertial perturbations are known to act on “inhomogeineities” 

present in the considered fluid system35. These inhomogeineities can be due (see, e.g., Ref.11) to the 

granular structure of matter itself, as an assembly of hard spheres, or to density inhomogeineities, as 

those induced in a simple fluid by temperature gradients (which lead to the so-called 

thermovibrational flow36-39). The related principles and governing equations are illustrated in the 

following sections. 
 
B. The Geometry 
 

The approach is to concentrate on idealized models that incorporate some presumed key aspects. 

For simplicity, we consider the cubic cavity with characteristic size L shown in Fig.1, delimited by 

solid walls (one at z=-0.5 cooled, the other at z=0.5 heated, the origin of the coordinate system 

being located at the cavity center, adiabatic conditions on the remaining walls). The value of the 

Prandtl number is Pr=8 (NaNO3). Moreover, no steady residual gravity is present. The periodic 

accelerations are contained in the xy plane and form an angle  with the x axis. In particular, given 

the system geometrical symmetries (a replacement of the x variable with y would lead to a 

configuration perfectly equivalent to the initial one), we limit ourselves to considering the range 

0/4. 
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Figure 1: Cubic cavity with characteristic size L shown, delimited by solid walls (one at z=-0.5 
cooled, the other at z=0.5 heated, adiabatic conditions on the remaining sidewalls). The vibrations 
are contained in the xy plane and form an angle  with the x axis (0/4). 

 

C. Nondimensional balance equations for the liquid phase 

 

Variables are non-dimensionalized using conventional scalings: the co-ordinates by the system 
extension (L), the velocity components by the energy diffusion velocity V = /L where  is the 

fluid thermal diffusivity, time and pressure by L/ and /L, respectively, where  is the fluid 

density. The temperature is measured with respect to its initial value Tm  and is made 

nondimensional as T=(T Tm )/T where T is the imposed temperature gradient. 

In such a framework and using the Boussinesq approximation to account for the variations of fluid 

density in the body force resulting from the vibration-induced acceleration (as discussed in Sect. 

2.1), and keeping all other fluid properties constant otherwise, the continuity and momentum 

equations simply read: 

 

 V 0           (1) 
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L

T
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where 
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TLb T 

 32

can be regarded as a variant of the classical Rayleigh number (see, e.g., 

Refs.40-41) with the steady acceleration being replaced by the amplitude of the considered 

monochromatic periodic acceleration (T is the thermal expansion coefficient). 
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In this form the degrees of freedom of the problem are reduced to four independent nondimensional 

parameters only: the well-known Prandtl number (Pr=where  is the fluid kinematic viscosity), 

the nondimensional frequency (), the nondimensional acceleration amplitude () and  buoyancy 

factor () defined as:  

 




2L
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Accordingly, the momentum equation can be cast in compact form as: 
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where, obviously Ra= /Pr
The presence of effects of thermovibrational nature requires consideration of the energy balance 

equation, which in nondimensional form with the considered reference units reads: 

 

  TTV
t

T 2



          (5) 

 

The kinematic conditions to be imposed on the walls simply reflect the well-known no-slip and 

impermeability properties of solid boundaries (V=0  u=v=w=0 where u, v and w are the velocity 

components along x, y and z, respectively). We do not report them here explicitly for the sake of 

brevity (and given their extreme simplicity). For problem closure, such conditions, however, have 

to be supplemented with those for the energy equation. As anticipated in Sect. 2.2, the lower (z=-0.5) 

and upper (z=0.5) walls of the domain are assumed to be at uniform and constant (nondimensional) 

temperatures T0=0 and T1=1 respectively, while the sidewalls are adiabatic, i.e. the T/n=0 

condition is imposed there.  

 

D. The Dispersed Phase 

 

Obviously, the dispersed phase introduces additional degrees of freedom in the considered problem 

(particle shape, size and density). Related nondimensional parameters are the ratio of the particle to 

the fluid density, and the Stokes number, defined a St=/L2 where is the so-called particle 

relaxation time (2R2/9) and R is the particle radius (particles are assumed to be perfectly 

spherical). 
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The present problem may be therefore regarded as a typical example of situations involving an 

interplay between large-scale (thermovibrational flow) and small-scale entities and processes 

(particles and their motion under the influence of large-scale flow and periodic accelerations), 

which, in general, require a multiscale philosophy. Following the same approach undertaken in an 

earlier work11, here particles are treated as isolated, microscopic quantities compared with field 

variables, but their motion is tracked by using an appropriate equation (taking into account inertia, 

the added mass effect and viscous drag forces, see, e.g. 42-43):   

 

    ntVV
dt

Vd
VV

Stdt
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partcl 
)sin(

2/1

1
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where Vpart (upart, vpart, wpart) and V  are the particle and fluid velocity, respectively (the Maxey-Riley 

equation). Such equation does not account for a retroactive influence of particles on fluid motion (it 

is based on a one-way coupling assumption, i.e. particle motion cannot alter the liquid flow). 

Moreover, particles are assumed to be independent of each other (this is permissible if the 

concentration of the dispersed phase in the flow is small, i.e. if the distance of a particle from others 

is much larger than their diameter, see again Ref.11 and references therein). Despite such 

approximations, however, tracers moving close to the solid boundaries require a special treatment 

(given the no-slip properties of such surfaces acting as sinks of momentum and, therefore, as a 

potential particle-entrapping loci). Following earlier studies, in particular, we assume particles to 

interact in a non-elastic fashion with walls (in practical numerical implementation, this means a 

particle can approach the solid boundary until at a distance not smaller than its radius is achieved; 

then it is allowed to slide along the boundary until the wall-normal velocity component becomes 

directed inwards).  

The underlying assumptions on which this approach is based are, therefore, particles with 

solid/fluid density ratio 1, a perfectly spherical shape, non-elastic particle-wall interaction and a 

small value (<<1) of the particle to fluid system characteristic size ratio R/L (which implies a 

particle response time much less than the characteristic time scales of the considered flow, this 

condition being a necessary prerequisite for the validity of the Maxey-Riley equation11).  

 

E. Solution Method and Validation Study 

Balance equations (1-6) have been solved numerically by a time-explicit finite-difference method 

(primitive-variable method) based on a three-dimensional rectangular mesh and a staggered 

collocation of fluid-dynamic variables. Forward differences in time and central-differencing 

schemes in space (second order accurate) have been used to discretize the energy and momentum 

governing equations. The related solution strategy is not discussed here, the interested reader being 

referred to various books and articles in the literature (e.g., Ref.44) for an exhaustive treatment (for 

the implementation of this method on parallel machines, the reader may consider, e.g., Ref.45). The 

part concerning the computation of particle motion with equation (6) was validated in earlier studies 

of the present author11. 
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F. Scheme Order and Error Analysis 

 

Equation (6) has been dynamically integrated together with equation (1,3-5) (i.e. with the same time 

integration step) over a mesh 42x42x42. Given the small value of the nondimensional time 

integration step t required for the numerical stability of the Navier-Stokes algorithm (O(10-

6)<t<O(10-5)), one is not forced to use high-order schemes for the integration of eq. (6). Even with 

a first-order scheme, in fact, the error produced at each step (the so-called local truncation error) is 

O(t2), which accumulated over the number of iterations Niter required for the formation of particle 

accumulation (typically NiterO(106) for the conditions considered here), gives a global truncation 

error (Atkinson46) Nitert2=O(10-5).  

 

III. Results and discussion 
 

The main objective of the present study is to understand how vibrations can eventually induce 

particle ordering mechanisms in a dilute non-isothermal solid-liquid system (a dispersion of 

spherical particles in liquid NaNO3).  

Microgravity conditions are considered. On Earth, particles suspended in a fluid are largely 

confined to the depth where buoyancy and gravity forces balance out, so studies of their self-

organization, in general, are limited to two dimensions, whereas in real zero gravity, as on the 

International Space Station, suspended particles can assemble in three dimensions (Pacheco-

Martinez et al.31). This is a subject of importance, not only for discovering new phenomena but also 

for evaluating the effect of the unavoidable vibrations, which may, in some cases considerably 

perturb fluid and material science experiments (see the excellent studies conducted by Beysens47; 

see also Ref.11). 

The properties of the considered solid-liquid system are summarized in Table I. 

 

TABLE I: Liquid-solid system properties  

Fluid (NaNO3) density ρ, kg m-3 1904 

Melting temperature Tm, K 581 

Kinematic viscosity , m2s-1 1.27 × 10−6 

Kinematic viscosity temperature coefficient T, m2s-1K-1 -3.6 × 10−9 

Thermal diffusivity , m2s-1 1.58 × 10−7 

Thermal expansion coefficient βT , K-1 1.25 × 10−3 

Particle/liquid density ratio  1.85 

L, m   2x10-2 

T, K 67 

 

The very small value of the kinematic viscosity temperature coefficient T (Nunes et al.48) allows to 

consider negligible the variations of kinematic viscosity with temperature7 up to values of T 70 

K (for which the percentage variation experienced by  is only 10%, in agreement with the constant 
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viscosity model defined in Sect. IIC). Assuming for instance as size of the cubic cell L=2x10-2 m 

and a fixed temperature difference T67 K and varying the amplitude and angular frequency of 

the acceleration disturbance in the ranges 4.6x10-4g4.6x10-3 ms-2 and 0.040.4 Hz 

(corresponding in nondimensional form to 1.5x1051.5x106 and 102103, respectively), the 

characteristic nondimensional number Ra (see eq. (4)) spans the range 1.58x103Ra1.58x104. 

By keeping the amplitude of the system velocity in the fixed reference frame V constant (this being 

equivalent to considering the ratio /=const), however, all these conditions correspond to a given 

value of the so-called Gershuni number:  

 
2222

Pr2

1

2

)(

2

)(


























 gTLTLb

Gs TT       (7) 

 

Such a parameter (which, in general, accounts for the intensity of time-averaged convection, see, 

e.g., Ref.11), is fixed to Gs = 103, so as to guarantee that time-averaged convective effects of 

thermovibrational nature are very small with respect to the oscillatory component of fluid velocity. 

This also guarantees a negligible departure of the time-averaged temperature field from the purely 

linear and diffusive conditions (in the absence of observational information to properly constrain 

the model parameters, our goal is to demonstrate that even the current “minimal” model can 

produce the desired effect).  

The density of the particles is also assumed to be fixed (=1.85). A degree of freedom, however, is 

introduced in the problem by changing the characteristic particle size via the value of the Stokes 

number St or its related parameter =(-1)St/Pr (accounting for the combined effect of particle 

inertia and drag, hereafter simply referred to as the “inertia parameter”, Lappa10).  

To track the system evolution, several (a statistically relevant number of) solid particles (6x104) 

are initially seeded uniformly into the computational domain. Given the one-way-coupling approach 

discussed in Sect. 2.4, such a relatively high number of particles (apparently violating the initial 

assumption of dilute solid-liquid system) is used for visualization purposes only. It should be 

recalled in fact that in the present framework the outcomes of the computations in terms of 

patterning behaviours and related evolution times do not depend on the amount of used solid tracers; 

the particle attractors revealed by the numerical simulations are an intrinsic property of the flow: 

even a single particle would be attracted by them (the number of particles effectively used having 

meaning only in the level of accuracy in a statistical sense with which the model can represent the 

threedimensional structure of the attractor). As particle dynamics, however, do depend (via eq. (6)) 

on the kinematic conditions established in the surrounding liquid, the initial velocity of all tracers is 
set equal to zero (to reflect the initial conditions assumed for the liquid phase, i.e. V = Vpart =0 at 

t=0). 

 

A. Tubular Structures 
 

We first concentrate on the more instructive case of vibrations aligned with the x axis (=0, Fig. 1). 
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According to the numerical results, if the parameter  is smaller than a given limit (10-4), well-

defined structures are formed in the physical space. As shown in Fig. 2, in particular, the individual 

particles organize themselves into what appears to be a twodimensional pattern (the dependence on 

the y coordinate is relatively weak). More precisely, particles order along 3D surfaces whose 

intersection with xz planes gives a couple of closed (reducible) curves in the considered plane (see, 

e.g., Fig. 5f for y=0).  

As the characteristic size and shape of these two curves do not change much in different xz planes, 

this gives the illusion of two main  tubes parallel to the y axis (Fig. 2).  
 

 
Figure 2: Particle aggregates (3D view at t=7x10-1) for =1x103, =1.5x106, Ra=1.58x104, =1.85, 
and =1x10-4 (vibrations along the x axis, =0). 
 

Remarkably, although if the motion of a single particle was simulated the final position taken by the 

particle on the attractor would depend on its initial position, the asymptotic morphology and 

topology of the steady structures collectively formed by the statistically relevant number of particles 

considered here do not depend on their initial distribution; only the transient does and, in such a 

context, particularly interesting is the interplay between the transport of solid particles by large-

scale flow, on the one hand, and convective phenomena in fluid phase induced by periodic 

accelerations, on the other hand. Before embarking in such a description, let us recall that, in a non-

isothermal system, vibrations perpendicular an imposed temperature gradient are known to generate 

time-dependent vorticity31,33-35. The vorticity is produced essentially by the interplay between the 

temperature distribution and the instantaneous acceleration caused by vibrations (see Sect. IIA). 

More precisely, such acceleration and the imposed temperature gradient will alternatively cooperate 

to produce a clockwise or anticlockwise convective cell in the xz plane over a cycle of the 

modulation as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3: Snapshots of velocity and temperature fields (plane xz, section y=0) evenly distributed 
during one period of oscillation (=1x103, Ra=1.58x104, cold side on the bottom (z=-0.5), hot side 
on the top (z=0.5), adiabatic sidewalls, vibrations along the x axis, =0, Vmax25). 
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In that part of the cycle where the acceleration is directed along the positive x axis direction, the 

resulting convective cell will be anticlockwise oriented, vice versa (clockwise oriented roll when 

g(t) changes its sign). 

It is also worth recalling that, in general, the thermofluid-dynamic distortions induced by a periodic 

zero-mean value acceleration are made up by an average contribution plus a time-periodic 

component33 and that, as outlined at the beginning of Sect. 3, for a not too high value of the 

Gershuni number the time-averaged departure from purely thermally diffusive and time-averaged 

purely quiescent conditions (a linear distribution of temperature along the z axis and a zero average 

velocity) will be relatively small with respect to the oscillatory component of such a departure.  

 

 

a)   b) 

 

 
Figure 4: Time-averaged velocity (streamlines) and temperature field (plane xz, section y=0) in the 
case of vibrations acting along the x axis and =1x103, Ra=1.58x104, corresponding to Gs = 103 
(cold side on the bottom (z=-0.5), hot side on the top (z=0.5), adiabatic sidewalls, Vmax2x10-1). 

 

 

Along these lines, comparison of the convective pattern and particle aggregates provides evidence 

that the key factor for the formation of the pattern is not the existence of an average flow in time 

(the so-called and well-known quadrupolar field with a four-vortex structure shown in Fig. 4a, 

which is symmetrical by reflection with respect to both x = 0 and z = 0 planes, see, e.g., Mialdun et 

al.49), but rather the mechanism produced by the instantaneous (oscillating in time) flow (Fig. 3) in 

combination with vibration-induced particle time-displacements (whose nonlinear effects on 

particles accumulate over time leading to the observed ordered particulate structures).   

This is clearly shown in Fig. 5, which provides the spatio-temporal stages of evolution of the 

considered system from the initial condition with particles uniformly distributed in the fluid up to 

the emergence of the final pattern with closed curves. 

At the beginning (Fig. 5a) edge effects tend to cluster particles close to the walls into two separate 

lines extended along the direction perpendicular to the imposed vibrations.   
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Fig. 5 shows that when a group of particles moving under the effect of the vibration-induced 

periodic force comes in proximity to one of the physical boundaries, particles tend all to be 

accumulated along the boundary direction. When the periodic force changes its sign and particles 

are moved in the opposite direction, the above process results in the appearance of particle-dense 

lines separating the region containing particles from the pure liquid (particle-depleted region). 

When such particle-dense lines, subsequently undergo the convective transport due to the large-

scale thermovibrational flow, they are stretched and deformed producing curved branches bounding 

the particle region. 

In particular, the mechanism of pattern formation consists basically of a progressive translation 

away from the walls of the abovementioned sharp lines and ensuing folding of their “lower” part 

(the part located in the cold region of the plane) towards the interior (Figs. 5b). Such a folding is 

due essentially to the instantaneous motion of fluid shown in Fig. 3, which is alternatively 

accelerated from the hot to the cold side (due to buoyancy) along the right or left wall (depending 

on the instantaneous direction of acceleration) and then released in the cold (lower) region of the 

square section.  

This process leads in the initial stages of evolution to the formation of an upside down amphora-like 

shape as seen in the xz plane (the distribution of particles results in a shape that bulges out above 

z=0 and necks in below it.). As time increases, the progressive folding of the lines marking the 

boundary of the region with particles produces two rounded patches “hanging” from the main 

particle region towards the clear fluid outside (Figs. 5c-d). Such patches are finally transformed in 

two closed circuits due to the collapse of the related necks (Fig. 5e). The recognizable shapes 

formed by particles then tend to be stable in time. Indeed, the subsequent evolution consists 

essentially of a rhythmic left-right displacement of the overall pattern and related characteristic 

independent loops, which means that the system response to the imposed vibration is synchronous 

(or harmonic) (particles and velocity fields oscillating at the same frequency of the imposed 

sinusoidal forcing).  
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a) b) 

c) d) 

e) f) 
 
Figure 5: Particle aggregates (snapshots in the section y=0) as a function of time (=1x103, 
=1.5x106, Ra =1.58x104,  =1.85, =1x10-4) (vibrations aligned with the x axis, =0): a) t=2x10-2, 
b) t=6x10-2, c) t=1x10-1, d) t=1.4x10-1, e) t=1.8x10-1, f) t=2.2x10-1. 
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In other words, once the two particle circuits are formed, a further increase of time, produces no 

variation in the morphological and topological properties of the pattern. Under the effect of 

vibrations the pattern oscillates back and forth along the x direction apparently as a whole at the 

vibration frequency as experienced by an observer in the laboratory (fixed) reference frame 

(compare, e.g., Figs 5e and 5f; although the overall pattern is shifted to the right in Fig. 5e and to 

the left in Fig. 5f, the characteristic size of the two circuits and their distance remain constant). 

Since all the particle accumulation structures oscillate in phase with each other and with the same 

amplitude, the two closed neighbouring lines, maintain a fixed distance in time (although it should 

be pointed out that, in general, the property of all particle pertaining to the pattern of moving 

collectively such that an illusion of a unique moving solid item is created only applies to the pattern 

as such and not to individual particles). 
 

a)  b) 
                         Without particle forces                                  Without vibrational flow 
 
 
Figure 6: Particle distribution (snapshots in the section y=0 for =1x103, =1.5x106, Ra=1.58x104, 
=1.85, =1x10-4, t=5x10-1): a) without particle forces (liquid with imposed temperature gradient 
and related oscillatory flow of vibrational nature, but effects of vibrations on particles neglected), b) 
without vibrational flow (effect of vibrations on particles retained, but fluid in isothermal 
conditions). This figure demonstrates indirectly that inertial forces and thermovibrational 
convection support each other cooperatively in the process leading to particle ordering and 
accumulation. 
 

As a further proof of the synergy between convective effects (of thermovibrational nature) and the 

response of each isolated particle to the time-periodic acceleration in determining the resulting 

pattern, Fig. 6 shows that the formation of well-defined structures (in the form of twodimensional 

surfaces created by the accumulation of particles) is prevented when one of these two effects is not 

taken into account.  
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Figure 7:  Formation time versus particle inertia (=1.5x103, Gs=103,  =1.85). 
 
 
 

Further insights into this phenomenon are provided by an analysis of its dependence on the typical 

problem parameters (vibration frequency and particle characteristic size). The strong dependence of 

the formation time on the parameter  (Fig. 7), indeed, provides evidence for its “inertial” nature 

(which, however, is not a sufficient condition, as witnessed by the results in Fig. 6b).  

The translation of the curve (Fig. 7) towards higher values of the time for decreasing  clearly 

indicates that thermovibrational effects also play a crucial role. When the shaking is applied, the 

transient leading to the final pattern and its duration depend strongly on both vibration frequency 

and particle size. As shown in Fig. 7, the formation time scales as  ()-1. 

The inertia parameter, however, has also a strong impact on the characteristic extension of the two 

circuits in the xz plane (which behaves as a decreasing function of , see Figs. 8 and 9). By having 

an influence on the “efficiency” by which the convective flow is able to transport them (or, in other 

words, on the ability with which particles are able to “follow” this oscillatory flow), the mass and 

size of particles will definitely have an important role also in the “folding process” of the particle-

dense lines (discussed before), which finally determines the extension of the closed circuits. More 

precisely, because these inertial particles interact with the fluid through viscous Stokes drag and, 

therefore, the motion of particles at a given value of the Stokes number St2 typically lags behind 

that that would be typical of tracer particles moving with St1<St2, an increase in St () must be 

expected to decrease the extension of the final particle loops. 
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a) d) 

b) e) 

c) f) 
 
Figure 8: Particle aggregates (snapshots in the section y=0) as a function of  (=1.5x103, 
Gs=103, =1.85) (vibrations aligned with the x axis, =0): a) =1x103, =1x10-5, b) =1x103, 
=5x10-5, c) =1x103, =1x10-4, d) =1x102, =1x10-5, e) =1x102, =5x10-5, f) =1x102, 
=1x10-4. 
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Figure 9:  Characteristic size of particle aggregates versus inertia parameter (=1.5x103, Gs=103,  
=1.85). 
 

Remarkably, linear extrapolation of the characteristic size (shown in Fig. 9) to zero gives  

1.6x10-4, which is in agreement with the absence of recognizable extended particle structures in 

the numerical simulations performed for =2x10-4 (see Fig. 10). 

 

 
 
Figure 10: Particle aggregates (snapshots in the section y=0) for =1.5x106, =1x103, 
Ra=1.58x104, =1.85, =2x10-4. 
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B. Compact Structures 
 
 

In this section the other potential degree of freedom of the considered configuration is explored, i.e. 

the role played by the possible orientation (inclination) of vibrations in the xy plane (0) in 

connection with the intrinsic reflection symmetries of the considered geometrical configuration 

(these being the two mirror images, and the two diagonal flips shown in Fig. 11). 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 11:  The symmetry group of a square (reflection symmetries).  

 

 

 

Since (as the reader will immediately realize on the basis of the geometrical arguments shown in 

Fig. 11) the condition =/2 would lead to the same results already seen for =0 (the only 

difference being the orientation of the tubular structures along x- instead of y-axis, given the 

replacement of the M3 with the M1 reflection property), in particular, we concentrate initially on 

the intermediate condition =/4 (vibrations along the direction y=x plane, i.e. the M2 reflection 

condition). 

Most interestingly, the numerical results reveal that such a simple change in the considered 

reflection property leads to dramatic variations in the morphological and topological details of the 

emerging pattern. Indeed, the aggregates formed by the accumulation of particles in the physical 

space assume the typical properties of “compact” surfaces (a kind of irregular ovoids under a 

certain perspective, see Fig. 12). 
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Figure 12:  Particle aggregates (different views at t=7x10-1) (=1x103, =1.5x106, Ra=1.58x104, 
=1.85, =1x10-4, vibrations along the y=x direction, =/4). 
 

An oval (from Latin ovum, “egg”) is a closed curve in a plane loosely resembling the outline of an 

egg. The ovoid is the 3D version of an oval. Although this term is not very specific, here we use it 

simply to indicate the compact appearance of particle aggregates. In fact, one may get different 

ideas of the resulting shapes according to the point of view used to look at them (as an example, the 

right frames of Fig. 12 would give the illusion of structures resembling a couple of polyhedrons 

rather than the couple of rounded geometrical items visible in the left frames).  

With the above arguments we have attempted to assemble a simple, intuitive and reasonably self-

contained discussion of the main geometrical properties of the observed sets of particles. Leaving 

aside considerations on the effective shape taken by the aggregates, however, the major outcome of 

such simulations is the demonstration of the increased ability of walls in constraining the resulting 

accumulation structures when the properties of the vibrated geometrical system change from the M1 

or M3 reflection symmetry to the M2 or M4 one.  
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Such increased “ability” should be seen as the consequence of a change in the structure and 

orientation of the convective flow induced by the instantaneous vibration-induced acceleration. It, 

in fact, is no longer contained in xz planes (as it was in Fig. 3) and develops velocity components 

along the y direction (comparable in intensity to those along the x direction), which make the 

general concepts discussed in Sect 3.1 and illustrated in Fig. 5 applicable to the yz plane as well. 

The “folding action” exerted by fluid being released in the cold region on the boundary separating 

the region of particle accumulation from that of particle depletion becomes effective in both xz and 

yz planes. This argument provides a relatively simple justification for the observed change in the 

shape of particle aggregates from tubular surfaces to compact structures. 

 

 

     a) b) 

 

                                 c)  
 
Figure 13:  Particle aggregates (top view) (=1x103, =1.5x106, Ra=1.58x104, =1.85, =1x10-4, 
t=7x10-1) for different values of the vibrations angle : a) =, b) =/4, c) =/8 (the external 
square box indicates the boundary of the cubic cell containing the liquid). Particles initially 
dispersed in the fluid collect into a seemingly rigid structure that apparently moves as a unit under 
the effect of vibrations.   
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Interestingly, as evident in Fig. 13 (which shows a top view of the system) the extension along the x 

and y directions of the region affected by the presence of particles (in such a figure the white area 

between the external system boundary and the internal dark region indicates the zone that has been 

completely depleted of particles) depends on the angle of imposed vibrations.  

For =0 a compression of the pattern formed by particles is clearly visible along the x direction, 

whereas its extension along the y axis covers almost the entire cavity. For 0, some shrinkage of 

the pattern becomes visible also along y (with compression rate depending on the effective value of  

) until it achieves the same degree of compression along both the x and y axes for =/4.  

In all cases, the particle clusters move back and forth along the direction of imposed vibrations as 

apparently solid items (as already discussed to a certain extent for the particular case =0 when 

commenting on Fig. 5). 

It is also worth mentioning that, regardless of whether the reflection symmetry is even (M2 or M4) 

or odd (M1 or M3), the geometric items formed by the particle accumulation process retain the 

symmetry property of the vibrated system (as the two particle circuits in Fig. 8 are symmetric with 

respect to a vertical plane x=const, the items in Fig. 12 are symmetric with respect to y=x, see Fig. 

13b). 

Such a feature, however, is no longer valid when the direction of the imposed vibrations is such that 

the reflection symmetries shown in Fig. 11 are violated (that is n/2, n/2+/4 where 

n=1,2,3,4). This is clearly shown in Fig.13c, which provides the top view of particle aggregates for 

= /8. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 14:  Particle aggregates (two different views at t=7x10-1) (=1x103, =1.5x106, 
Ra=1.58x104, =1.85, =1x10-4, =/8). 
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Although the two geometric items formed by the particle accumulation process for = /8 may be 

regarded one as the opposite (upside down) mirror image of the other (and, remarkably, this 

property has been found to be valid for all cases with 0<</4), the relatively simple reflection 

symmetries seen in Figs. 13a and 13b are no longer present. Moreover, interestingly, the loss in 

fundamental symmetry is accompanied by a significant change in the morphology of the resulting 

particle surfaces. Both take the shape of a distorted conical surface (the set of points formed by the 

union of more or less curved lines passing through a fixed point, the apex, and any point of a special 

closed circuit, the directrix curve, which in the present case, as shown in Fig. 14, is approximately 

elliptic). Such a kind of conic surfaces may be regarded as the intermediate configuration between 

the compact ovoids/polyhedrons represented in Fig. 12 for =/4 and the tubular surfaces seen in 

Fig. 2 for =0.  

Such findings on the other hand are surprisingly in line with the well-known geometrical property 

of a cylindrical surface to be potentially interpretable as a limiting case of a conical surface whose 

apex is moved off to infinity in a particular direction (in projective geometry a cylindrical surface is 

just a special case of a conical surface). Such a limit case corresponds in the present case to the 

situation in which vibrations are perfectly perpendicular to the sidewall (=0). 

Most notably, such simple arguments may be the hint for a possible affinity between the present 

dynamics and the geometrical concept of a quadric surface. As we have seen, when the angle  

increases from 0 to /4, the particle accumulation structure evolves from a cylindrical surface to a 

compact surface passing through the intermediate stage of a conical surface, which may indicate a 

possible isomorphism with the general laws of projective geometry (see, e.g., Bennett50). The basic 

intuition behind this idea is that as a projective space has more points than the Euclidean space, in a 

given dimension, and geometric transformations are permitted when the extra points (called “points 

at infinity”) are moved to traditional points (and vice versa), the considered fluid-dynamic system 

may behave in the same way. Just as the ellipsoid and the elliptic paraboloid, are non-degenerate 

compact quadric surfaces, while the cone and the cylinder are equivalent to the so-called degenerate 

form, the particle surfaces revealed by the present study may be the signature of some hidden 

analytic order (algebraic equation) underlying the formation and existence of such attractors in the 

physical space.  

Given the complexity and level of abstraction required by such an analysis, here we renounce to 

attempt the identification of such precise laws , which might be the main subject of future studies.  

Rather, as a final point still to be discussed, we emphasize again that although for all cases 

considered, the particle structures visible in the ideal reference system oscillating in space with the 

pattern at the same frequency of imposed vibrations, are essentially stationary (their properties do 

not change in time), however, as time increases such structures often exhibits local crystalline 

defects, which consist in defects and clusters of particles that result in line thickening and local 

pattern compression-dilation. These defects, which arise from interaction of the particle with 

boundaries, evolve slowly in time (such that, as repeatedly mentioned earlier, the illusion of a solid 

structure undergoing a synchronous translational motion in space with applied vibrations, in general, 

is retained).   
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IV. Conclusions 
 

Particle segregation is a counterintuitive process where an initially mixed state of a fluid and 

granular matter separates into its constituent components. Such phenomena are frequently observed 

in the presence of mechanical excitation, but there is no unified theory, and even the pertinence of 

the description in terms of sole inertial (background-flow-dependent) or sole hydrodynamic 

(particle-particle) effects is still an open question. 

The main objective of this work was to understand if/how mechanical excitation (in the form of 

vibrations or “gjitters”) could induce ordering mechanisms in a dilute, but non-isothermal, disperse 

system (in other words, whether a category of phenomena may exist in mechanically excited 

systems for which inter-particle hydrodynamic interactions play no role while density difference 

and thermal convective effects are essential). 

As the problem is extremely complex (it is not easy to discern the complex interrelations among the 

various parameters under one’s control that are not independent of one another), much care has 

been devoted to characterize unambiguously the salient ingredients that can influence the 

probability of success in inducing phase separation and particle ordering. To exclude the possibility 

of particle association (or, by contrast, particle dispersion) driven by a mean (time-averaged) 

background flow, the Gershuni number has been kept constant and very small. To explore system 

sensitivity to vibrations and particle properties, the nondimensional vibrations frequency and the 

particle Stokes number have been allowed to change over two or more orders of magnitude. 

The main point of our analysis is that, despite the low value of the Stokes number (St10-3), inertia 

and drag effects, acting in combination with the role exerted by solid walls in limiting particle 

motion and determining accumulation in specific regions of the physical space, are responsible for 

the ordering over very long times compared with the time scale of the considered problem (the 

period of oscillatory vibrations). The associated time scale (pattern formation time) depends on both 

the Stokes number and nondimensional vibration frequency, ranging from O(10) of vibration 

periods for St10-3 to O(103) for St5x10-5. An increase in  determines a significant decrease in 

the formation time (one order of magnitude when  is increase from 102 to 103); a similar effect is 

produced by an increase in the Stokes number (or its related parameter ) .  

The above-mentioned dependence on St and the lack of particle aggregates when vibration-induced 

forces acting on particles are neglected provides a clear indication that inertia (particle size and a 

mass density different from that of the carrier fluid) does play a role in the considered category of 

phenomena; the failure in obtaining ordered particle structures when the system is isothermal, 

however, also demonstrates that time-dependent (oscillatory) flow of thermovibrational nature is an 

essential ingredient (average-flow being absent or negligible given the very low value of the 

Gershuni number). 

In other words, the spatio-temporal behaviour of the emerging patterns depends on both the 

dynamic coupling of the particles with the surrounding fluid medium (as quantified by the Stokes 
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number) and the properties of the mechanical excitation (frequency, acceleration amplitude). Last, 

but not least, the relative direction of applied vibrations with respect to the imposed temperature 

gradient and the axes of symmetry of the considered geometrical configuration also determines the 

morphology of the surfaces delimiting the particle attracting regions in the physical space, these 

being closed (a kind of irregular ovoids) or non-compact (tubular or conic surfaces) depending on 

which of the intrinsic reflection symmetries of the vibrated system are preserved or violated. 

Most notably, such simple observations and ensuing theoretical arguments imply that taking only 

one of the models traditionally used in the literature (the one assuming recognizable particle 

structures to be formed by inter-particle hydrodynamic interactions, or the other focusing on inertial 

effects produced by the interaction of particles with a background mean flow) may be omitting 

important components of the general dynamics of vibrated systems, especially when they are non-

isothermal. Along these lines, it also becomes clear that future studies shall be devoted to assess the 

influence of particle interactions on the phenomena considered here for the specific case of 

concentrated systems. It is expected that interparticle attractive or repulsive behaviors may perturb 

in some way the “stability” and morphology of these fascinating attractors (whose mechanism, as 

repeatedly explained above, envisions a cooperative action exerted on particles by inertial forces 

and thermovibrational convection, as demonstrated by the fact that the formation of well-defined 

structures is prevented when one of these two effects is not taken into account).  

The understanding of all these effects will give information on the undesired (destabilising) effects 

produced by structure vibrations on the numerous typical experiments carried out on orbiting 

platforms using heterogeneous media. The present results, however, also suggest that our model 

system may provide useful information for the elaboration of a novel and simple way to control the 

ordering morphology of inclusions in a number of effective materials-processing techniques. Indeed, 

the combined use of vibrations and related convective effects may help controlling the motion of 

particles not only in microgravity but also on the ground where this may be used for phase 

separation of heterogeneous media in typical industrial applications. 
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